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The paper presents technological solutions that make possible to develop supervision 
systems to control operation of low-power energy generation sources. Operation of 
currently used control systems depends on technical conditions, needs of the source 
operator, and the binding energy law. The mentioned conditions do not cover the whole 
technological potential offered by modern devices that compose the SCADA system. That 
is why the paper presents new standards of data exchange and equipment that can be 
applied to develop a supervision system that supplies the required information to both the 
operator of generation sources and the power system operator with Such a solution makes 
possible to optimize the source and system operation with the application of various 
decision criteria.

1. Introduction

Modern power industry is marked by growing importance of low-power energy 
sources that are key components of so called distributed generation. Among the 
sources there are wind turbines, gas turbines and engines and water-power plants. 
Their percent share in the global generation is rather small but it shows an 
increasing trend. There are a few factors that promote that increase and among 
them: international energy laws, the endeavor to reduce carbon dioxide emission, 
or support for pro-ecological investments [1]. Despite the skeptical attitude of 
system operators, the process gradually develops.

The mentioned development entail technological challenges for the operators of 
power systems whereto the new energy sources get connected. Among the challenges 
there is a development of such control and supervision systems (SCADA) that could 
make possible to control the operation of both the generation sources and the power 
system as well as to ensure the operational safety of the system and loads.

The paper presents technological solutions that can be used for developing a 
system to supervise the operation of low power energy generation sources that are 
classified within the notion o f distributed generation. Presently, the equipment for 
such a system depends on the user needs and requirements formulated by the 
energy law. That is why operation of supervision systems that are developed for the 
energy generation sources do not take into account the needs of power system
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operators except for minimal requirements that are specified in the connection 
agreements. The conditions do not exhaust technological potential that is offered 
by modern SCADA systems. Dynamic development of information technologies 
significantly expands the offer of alternative solutions for the development of 
systems to supervise operation of one or many generation sources that are adapted 
to the operator needs. At same time, the technologies make possible to exchange 
data between the energy source operator and the electricity distribution company 
where to the generation source is connected. Fully integrated operation control 
systems for the energy sources and power systems will develop towards solutions 
that are included in the Smart Grid notion

2. Technical requirements for small-scale generating units

Technical conditions for the energy source connection issued by an electricity 
distribution company where to the source is connected are based on the operative 
energy laws. The conditions in a very precise and sometimes even restrictive way 
define criteria for the evaluation of the source effect on the system operation as 
well as the requirements that technical equipment of the source should meet [5].

The conditions include evaluation criteria given below to decide whether a 
given generation source can be connected to the system in a selected point of 
common coupling (PCC).
1. The criterion of power reserve margin o f a substation. For a MV system it takes 

the following form:

S r- |Z ^  - S °bc\> 0 (1)
where: Sr - power rating of a 110/SN, transformer 1 ^ SGn - total power of all

energy sources connected to the MV system, S obc - minimal load of a transformer
(main power supply point) in a year.

2. The criterion of short-circuit power;
3. The criterion of local stability;
4. The criterion of dynamic voltage change.

The criteria 3 and 4 are particularly important for unstable sources and are used 
to evaluate the wind power plant effect on a power system.
The PCC equipment includes:
-  power system protection,
-  billing system,
-  switchgear.

Requirements for a power system protection depend on voltage of the system 
whereto a source is connected and power of the source.. Generally, the protection 
should include basic and supplementary systems that can operate independent of each 
other. Units that are connected to a low voltage system should be equipped with:
-  overcurrent protection,
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-  under— and overvoltage protection,
-  under— and overvoltage protection for each phase with the criterion of load 

current phase balance control.
In other cases there are additional equipment requirements of: rotational speed 

increase protection, over- and under-frequency protection, zero-sequence voltage 
ground-fault protection and out-of-step protection system.

The protection operation is of a local and autonomous character that ensures 
protection for both the source and consumers connected to the system, especially in 
the case when islanding operation hazard occurs. A list of the required protection 
equipment is still longer when wind power plants are concerned, which follows 
from unstable character of their operation and concern for the energy quality.

Another required equipment element is a billing system. Operation manuals 
include a detailed specification o f the equipment elements depending on the kind of 
a grid and power of the source. It makes a basis for settlements between an energy 
supplier and a system operator and can also be a valuable source o f data [2].

The third element is a remote control system. In the case of small-scale energy 
sources, if  it is installed at all, its operation is limited to a remote cutout of the 
source. For bigger sources, with wind farms in particular, it is required to develop a 
system of data transmission that is capable o f transmitting signals to control 
operation of the source. A system operating manual of a given electricity 
distribution company includes a detailed list o f the signals. For instance, 
requirements specified for wind farms include minimum range o f the transmitted 
quantities [5], as given below:
1. Instantaneous quantities of:
-  active power,
-  reactive power,
-  voltage and current in PPC,
-  power factor cos^,
-  mean wind speed for the farm.
2. Binary data:
-  current state of the wind farm generating units,
-  condition o f the frequency control system (only for wind farms that are 

connected to a 110 kV system),
-  other data that can result in a cutout of the wind farm.

3. Models of data acquisition

Operating o f a power system requires a system of supervision and control that 
enables acquisition of data that describe the state o f a power system and make 
possible to control operation of its generating units. It is rather difficult when there 
are different operators of a system and a source.
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3.1. Limited data exchange

Rangę of the remote control

Fig. 1. Distributed generation in a power system with a limited exchange of information.
The shaded area denotes range of the remote control operation

Fig. 1 presents a section of a MV system with the introduced distributed energy 
resources (DER). The number of the sources and their power rating can be 
determined from Equation (1). It should be assumed that an energy source operator 
has an autonomous dedicated system for the source operation control that is subject 
to the operation optimization for the local conditions. Such a system is usually 
based on a PLC controller and makes possible to monitor and control operation of 
the source and its power off-take system. The information is meant for the source 
operator use. Additionally, the energy source is protected by the power system 
protection equipment that is specified in a distribution network operating manual. 
Settlements require a billing system whose readings make a basis for charging. 
Data obtained by this system are useful both for the source and the system 
operators.

Values o f power generated by individual energy sources and other parameters 
as well as conditions o f the source-system cooperation are specified in the 
connection agreement. The source operator should not exceed the parameter values 
that are specified in that agreement.

The described situation coincides with such a grid state where SCADA of the 
power system operator receives data from a HV system and from outgoing feeders 
of a MV system while energy sources that are connected to the grid are not obliged 
to send information to the grid operator control and supervision system. A similar 
model can be shown for micro-sources connected to a LV system.
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3.2. Partial exchange of data

Fig. 2. Distributed generation in a power system with a partial exchange of information. Arrows 
indicate transmission of messages between the grid operator remote control and automatic control

cooperating with the source

Modern power system protection can perform a function o f a distributed remote 
control and its individual devices can be considered as remote terminal units (RTU) 
and thereby they become data sources.

The billing system based on digital counters also becomes a valuable source of 
data that can be real-time or periodically transmitted [2].

Thus, data both from the power system protection and from a billing system are 
available for control and supervision systems of the grid and source operators. In 
that situation it is necessary to determine the way of communication, data exchange 
protocols and to specify which data are to be read by individual systems. In the 
case of a source operator the data are considered to be local and are often doubled 
by the information obtained from the source operation automatic control system. 
Access to the data can be obtained via communication protocols that are used to 
control the source. They usually are LON or Modbus protocols that are 
characteristic for the industrial automatic control systems.

In the case of a power system operator, the devices can be used for a real-time 
monitoring of the source operation. For that purpose it is necessary to develop a 
communication channel for the data transmission and to install at the source end a 
device functioning as a concentrator and a data converter to the form accepted by 
SCADA of the power system operator. Protocols that are usually used for such 
communication are DNP 3,0 and IEC 60870-5-101, IEC 60870-5-104 based on the 
IP network communication.
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Fig. 3. Cooperation of distributed generation devices in a power system with a partial exchange 
of information -  the shaded areas mark operation range of communication protocols

Various communication systems can be used for the discussed communication 
purposes and among them:
-  single- and multimode fiber optic links
-  telecommunications networks,
-  trunked radio systems,
-  GPS network connections.

By controlling power drawn from a transformer substation and power generated 
by individual energy sources a system operator can control operation of a selected 
part of the grid. In extreme cases, when the condition described by Equation (1) 
gets exceeded, the operator can remotely cut the source out of the system.

3.3. Full exchange of data

The third model describes a case o f full data exchange between the source 
operator equipment and SCADA of the system operator. With such an assumption, 
the condition given by Equation (1) can be modified so that the total generated 
power denoted power generated at a given instant and not power rating o f the 
sources.

S , - E - S j  > 0 (2)
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where: Sr - power rating of a 110/MV transformer, ^ SGni - total power generated by

sources installed in a MV system at a given instant, S obci - current load of the transformer 
(station).
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Fig. 4. Distributed generation in a power system with a full exchange of information

The seemingly insignificant difference between Equations (1) and (2) makes 
change in a philosophy o f the power grid management. Such an approach makes it 
indispensable that energy source owners accept temporary reduction of power 
generation if  it exceeds allowable values for the current conditions. In return, a 
given transformer station could have more sources connected assuming that at a 
given instant not all of them need to operate at their rated power.

Power grid operator having information of the transformer station load and 
voltage values at selected points o f a MV system could determine allowable 
generated power maximum for individual sources.

Such formulation of the problem makes it necessary to apply technological 
solutions to enable real-time two-way data exchange. In order to make it feasible it 
needs to elaborate a model of data that describe a grid and a source and a coherent 
communication environment as well as to select a technology for data transmission 
between the system elements and an adequate communication protocol or standard 
for the data transfer. Information collected that way and then adequately processed 
and presented can be efficiently used to control the source and system operation 
with the application o f various decision criteria [1], [6].

The above specified requirements are met by the IEC 61850 standard. Initially, 
it has been applied to describe communication between automatic control devices 
of a substation but its present extended and developed version meets the 
requirements of modern control and supervision systems. The IEC 61850 standard 
consists of ten principal documents and a few supplementary ones that make their 
extension. It describes both modeling of the SCADA system and the mechanism of 
data exchange between individual elements that are collectively defined as a
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Logical Node (LN) [1]. Devices that meet requirements o f the discussed standard 
are referred to as intelligent devices (IED).

Fig. 5. Full data exchange cooperation of distributed generation equipment elements in a power 
system -  the shaded area marks the operation range of a communication protocol IEC 61850

The IEC 61850 extensions that seem to be particularly important for distributed 
generation are the following:
-  IEC 61850-90-2 describes the IEC 61850 standard application to the 

communication between the supervision center and substations.
-  IEC 61400-25: describes new data models and communication at monitoring 

and controlling of wind power plants.
-  IEC 61850-7-410 has been elaborated for wind power plants to make possible 

their monitoring and control.
-  IEC 61850-7-420 concerns communication systems for distributed energy 

resources (DER).
All the mentioned documents define new groups of logical nodes that make 

possible to fully describe a given source independent of its scale, the cooperating 
equipment and its environment. The groups can be classified as follows:
1. Energy sources as fuel cells, gas turbines and engines, photovoltaic panels, 

Diesel engines or wind turbines.
2. Energy storage devices as batteries, flywheels or supercapacitors.
3. Measurements of electrical quantities.
4. Electric generators and transformers.
5. Automatic control and supervision systems and power system protection.
6. Meteorogical data.
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7. Data concerning fuel resources.
8. Hydrological data.
9. Data concerning mechanical and design elements.

Flexible application o f the data makes possible to develop a system to control 
operation of an energy source and to optimize its operation according to the preset 
criteria.

On the other hand, if  a power system operator is given access to part of the data 
and his power system also uses the IEC 61850 standard then the data can make a 
basis for the system operation optimization. Meteorogical and hydrological data 
can make such an example as being acquainted with them a power system operator 
could more precisely forecast energy quantities to be generated by water, wind and 
solar power plants o f a given area. Fig. 5 presents such a solution.

In order to reach full data exchange it is necessary to develop such a 
communication network that would meet high requirements o f the IEC 61850 
standard. Such a network can be based on fiber optic links operating at high 
transmission rates with priorities of individual data considered.

It is worth emphasizing that the discussed standard is only a basis for 
developing intelligent networks and there are other supplementary standards [6] 
recommended by the SG3 IEC Committee to be applied, as the below-listed ones:
1. Standards of network modeling:
-  IEC 61968,
-  IEC 61970.
2. IEC62056 -  a standard of metering data acquisition and processing.

Such technological solutions that aim at increased two-way exchange of 
information can also result in changing formulation of energy sale agreements, so 
that flexible control of an energy source operation could be advantageous for both 
the system and source operators.

4. Conclusions

Owing to the dynamic development of methods for data processing and signal 
transmission as well as of information technologies we are offered many 
alternative solutions that can be used for developing a system to control and 
supervise operation of an energy source or many sources that is adapted to the 
needs of their operators. At the same time, the technologies make it possible to 
exchange data between a source operator and the electricity distribution company 
whereto the source is connected. The paper presents technological solutions and 
technical standards that can be applied to develop a system to supervise operation 
of single energy sources. The mentioned data exchange is feasible with the 
application of data offered by a controller of the source, a billing system and the 
power system protection.
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